
 

 

 

To start you need to complete to steps 

 

1. Open trading account using required broker.  

2. Download trading signals app and connect your account and start copying trades. 

 

I explain everything in detail because there are some things that need to be done 

correctly otherwise it won't work. 

 

Step One: 

 

Go to this LINK  and open live account with this broker. 

 

!!! IMPORTANT !!! 

this works not with all brokers and works just with live account. 

Broker I recommended is tested using this trading following and works great  

if open using other broker account you may not get same results because other brokers have 

different spreads, slippage etc... so better use that was tested and works. 

Also it works just with live account. because remember following  if free you just pay % of 

profit from trader makes for you usually its 30%.  Also minimum deposit to be able make 

profit from following signals should be 500$ or more and leverage 1:500 and MT4 platform. 

To get 1:500 leverage then registering chose that account is regulated under SVG. 

 

 

 

 

 

Step  Two: 

 

Download App HERE. 

open app and register account in the broker list  choose your brokers and connect your broker 

account using your broker given MT4 platform login details. 

 

 

 

Now to the best part, copy signals and make money. 

 

https://records.axiaffiliates.com/visit/?bta=35895&brand=axitrader
https://pelicantrading.io/download


 
 

To get the best result copy this guy signals. He is the top trader. 

 

!!!!!  IMPORTANT   !!!! 

 

In the following  options choose a fixed order size. Orde size for deposit 500-1000 should be 

0.01-.0.03   for deposit over 1000 should be 0.03 and up. 

This trader do many trades per day he squize profit from every market move so some times it 

will be many trades open so don't be surprised by that that his strategy and by seeing how many 

% profit he makes it looks like he knows what he is doing and hi is doing very well   
 


